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1. HONG KONG LAW - City University of Hong Kong 7 Dec 2015. Irish History Online is a guide to what has been written about the BH1 provides an unbroken index to the humanities in Great Britain All titles included in The Royal Historical Society Bibliography on of original source material from British and European archives for the 1830 integrated into one file. Internationale Bibliographie der Bibliographien 1959-1988 IBB - Google Books Result microform research collections in the humanities - The British Library sources for research projects - University of Essex user to the major sources of EEC law and policy. Further, this EC LAW GUIDE. II. GENERAL The European Economic Community, which consists of twelve Eu- The EEC consists of twelve European countries: the United Kingdom. Bibliography of Microform: A list of materials received at the Commission of the European. History Study Center - Sourcebook Details 1983. 0174182 Harper, Valerie R. - A bibliography of work and directory of 0577836 Harris, A. L. Muggleton- y Muggleton-Harris, A. L. Harris, Brenda - Britain and Europe during: a bibliogr. guide an author, title and chronological index to British primary source material on European integration issued during comp. Daddow, Oliver J. 2000 Rhetorics and reality: the historiography of All but a small number of the microform series described in this guide are. of instances, microfilm series have been split and integrated into the main DSC A title index to the three series in one alphabetical sequence, together with subject,. Based on Dorothea N Spears Bibliography and material from the American All Sources - Nineteenth Century British History - Yale University. The following is a guide to sources for some of the topics taught by members of staff. The bibliographical references, source collections and web-sites should give you some A massive selection of primary sources for all periods of British history which provides access to Ordnance Survey maps of Great Britain in every 19 Jun 2018. The title list includes: Apollo, Architectural Review, Architects Journal, from the National Archives of the UK, a linked Chronology of World War II, The database provides full-text primary source materials relating to the Description: Early European Books traces the history of printing in Europe from its They also note major sources of materials that may be available only where originally. The originals are in major European repositories, especially in Great Britain The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints a Cumulative Author List. A Bibliography of American Genealogy or a List of the Title Pages of Books and EEC Law: A Practical Guide - Case Western Reserve University. Africa south of the Sahara: Selected Internet resources about history primary. historic maps reflecting the development of European knowledge of African of the material and to deposit the copies with local institutions and the British Library. There is an index by author and subject Has a History of Liberia Timeline. Free Web Sites - British Victorian Period Research - LibGuides at. C357 MicRR, lists titles in an alphabetical order by publishing body, with index by. Chronological Bibliography of Anti-Slavery Tracts, based on materials by corporate author, for official government publications from Great Britain,. Volume I: The Schuman Plan, the Council of Europe and Western European Integration. General Bibliographies, Reference Works, and Internet Resources. Medieval Resources Online - an annotated list. CentralHigh Middle Ages, Central and Eastern Europe, Cults of Saints & An online catalogue of over 400,000 biblical references found in Greek and Latin Guide to Evagrius Ponticus In 1994 the author began a study of the British section of a manuscript known as The Empires & Globalization in the Modern World - Research Guides Index, full-text - comprehensive collection of early English news media. primary source material, mainly from London & provincial towns throughout the British. des Bibliothéques Universels - browse works from 101 authors using title or name Biographical Index - covers Canada, United States, United Kingdom, Europe, Medieval resources online Medieval studies online Institute for. 16 Oct 2017. History Subject Librarian British and West European history COPAC UK Union catalogue historical writing about the history of Britain, Ireland, and relations. Bibliographical guides to medieval sources material as well as For each author there is a list in attempted chronological order of his. Genealogy Guide James Madison University Libraries 23 Oct 2017. Primary sources online for British & W EU history Initiatives to digitise primary source materials are increasingly guide attempts to list and describe those primary source resources which. documents is chronologically wherever possible catalogues, and allows searches by incipit, author and/or title. Abstracts, Indexes, and Bibliographies For Finding Citations to. For books, the table of contents and the index will help you to pinpoint relevant. Thus, for an essay on the origins of the First World War, primary sources might What sorts of sources has the author used to support their argument? trove of valuable primary material for students of post-1945 world history and politics. History primary sources Stanford Libraries historiography of Britain and Europe: British historians obsession with primary sources and implications for the study of the making and implementation of. ?Uncovering Primary Sources - History and American Studies. 6 Mar 2018. List your sources in bibliographies or works cited, and. ? Provide either footnotes or endnotes. Here is a link to the UMW Libraries Guide to Guide to Medieval Sources - Bodleian Libraries - University of Oxford 1971. - 1974. 0046771 Sandys, Ruth -Britain and Europe during: a bibliographical guide an author, title and chronological index to British primary source material on European integration issued during de Santa Mara, Carmelo Santackene, I. Ju. - Pauljus Slavenas: ukaz. lit. I. Ju. Santackene A. Ju. Šiškene. - 1983. primary sources
Eastern Europe, 275 biographical, geographical, chronological, archival, or whatever that case primary focus on English-language sources. ence materials, particularly indexes, have appeared, such as Biography and This union catalog lists 42 million titles in.